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The basic   them© for my semester's tainting project 

has   remained   the  same for  ell   six paintings.     I set  out 

to  create  a  compositional   order  in  each thft was   to be 

preserved within  the picture Plane whether in very sim- 

ple  or  in highly complex form.     By using  internal order 

for  my central   theme,   I was merely segregating  an ele- 

ment  thrt must be present   in   any creative  product  for  it 

to  function  as   "art". 

While  this   sense of   order  always guided my efforts, 

it was   also used   as  a framework within which the   sepa- 

rate   elements   of   color,   form,   and   the by-product  texture 

could be manipulated. 

In  the  course  of my project,   I    ioned  to discover new 

relationships   in   color and,   if  nossible,   to reach   some 

conclusion as   to what colors will   or will  not work togeth- 

er.     Although   I   continued   to use yellow and hues   of red, 

colors that   always  appeal   to me,   I  did,  for example,   suc- 

ceed   in introducing blues   and  greens.     My contention 

had been   th^t  blue  and  green  tend   to dominate  and  over- 

power   the   other   colors.     Prom exploration,   my deduction 

is  th-t  any color  can work with any other  color  if used 

in a   compatible relationship. 

Concerning  internal movement   of forms,  my intention 

was   to avoid   ststlcism and  to counterbalance  strong forces. 

In some cases   the method  used was   to play large neutral 

areas   against  broken  color   arrangements.     In others, 



movement evolved with the help of line. 

I have attempted to oroduce a changing order in the 

oainting of six cnnvases.  My belief is that although this 

internal order manifests itself in six different compo- 

sitions, it remains essentially the same in every painting. 
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